Science Fiction Story Starters

• The dark side of the moon was especially cold that night. Or was it that day? In any case, the darkness made it hard to find . . .

• I had been sailing on Saturn's rings for a relaxing two hours when I got a call on my spaceship's radio. . .

• No one thought there was life on Mars, so when Dr. Murdoch found the . . .

• The mining operation on Io started operating in April, 2150. Everything went well until May, 2163. That was when Bill and Nancy brought up a sample of molten lava. . . .

• When I looked out the window of the spaceship, I saw a large object coming straight at us at a remarkable speed. The only thing to do was . . .

• Talia Gizglo had prepared for this moment all her life. To be chosen commander of a Planet Cruiser was a great honor. Luckily the Satellian senators had not found out that she . . .